March 5, 2018

FILE: 16‐092‐01

Ecoasis Developments LLP
2050 Country Club Way
Victoria, BC V9B 6R3
Attention: Eric Gerlach, P.Eng.
Re:

Summary of Groundwater‐Related Aspects of the Bear Mountain 2005 Master Development
Agreement

Dear Mr. Gerlach:
As requested, Western Water Associates Ltd. (WWAL) provides this letter regarding the groundwater‐related
components of the Bear Mountain Master Development Agreement.
1.

BACKGROUND AND SCOPE

The August 31, 2005 Bear Mountain Master Development Agreement (MDA) with the District of Highlands
included a Schedule of Restrictions with respect to non‐aquifer water supply for residential and commercial use
(clause 1a), golf course irrigation (clauses 3b, 3c) and groundwater monitoring (clauses 3d, 3e). The pertinent
pages of MDA Schedule A (Schedule of Restrictions) are attached for reference.
This document provides a summary and commentary on the MDA requirements as they relate to groundwater,
taking into account a more current and complete understanding of the aquifer and 10 years of golf operations
experience. It is recommended that the MDA be revisited, with new language incorporated to better reflect a
more functional aquifer use and stewardship model.
2.

GROUNDWATER SUPPLY

Since 2008, groundwater has been extracted from the Bear Mountain supply wells throughout the summer for
irrigation of both golf courses. As described in previous annual monitoring reports (Thurber, 2012, 2013, 2014,
2015, 2016; WWAL, 2017), there have been no negative impacts to the aquifer sustainability observed through
monitoring or reported by any nearby water users as a result of this activity.
Groundwater supply for irrigation of Langford golf lands (Mountain Course) does not have any seasonal
restrictions under the MDA. Groundwater extraction has occurred during the summer months to replenish the
irrigation ponds for the Mountain Course since 2002. Irrigation of the Mountain Course only is estimated to result
in well draw‐downs as conceptually illustrated in Figure 1 (from Thurber).
Since construction of the Valley Course in 2008, additional groundwater has been extracted from the wells to
supply the irrigation ponds for both golf courses. This practice is not in‐keeping with the 2005 Highlands MDA
which intended to restrict the use of groundwater sources for irrigation of golf lands within the District of
Highlands to the months of November through May. The additional irrigation demand of the Valley Course results
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in greater well drawdowns; based on existing monitoring data, however, the additional drawdown amount is
incremental. Figure 1 illustrates the observed 2014 maximum drawdown due to the total 2014 irrigation demand
for both golf courses, as compared to the previously‐mentioned conceptual well drawdown for the Mountain
Course only.
Despite both golf course irrigation demands being supplied by aquifer sources during the summer months since
2008, complete recovery of the groundwater levels has been observed annually to take between 10 days and 6
weeks following pumping shut down. Figure 2 shows the year‐over‐year recovery based on select water level data
taken on April 1 and September 15 each year for the past 7 years. Year to year full recovery of the wells reinforces
our understanding that existing local demands on the aquifer do not exceed its supply capacity. Current operation
of the irrigation wells is therefore viewed as sustainable in terms of groundwater quantity over the long‐term.
In our opinion, the original MDA restrictions on summer‐time Valley Course irrigation do not respond to any
known aquifers concerns, or to the water supply of neighbouring well owners. Based on the information provided
here, it is recommended that Ecoasis pursue removal of the MDA restriction limiting the use of groundwater for
Valley Course irrigation to the months of November to May.
3.

POTENTIAL FUTURE WATER USE

In reference to water supply for uses other than irrigation, the MDA requires the owner of Bear Mountain to
provide a non‐aquifer water supply for residential and commercial use. Whereas this requirement is appropriate
for lands zoned within the urban containment areas, we understand it does not satisfy the land‐use desires of
Ecoasis for rural Bear Mountain lands. We refer to the attached Bear Mountain Land Inventory (Figure 3, provided
by Ecoasis) which indicates approximately 38 ha of rural developable land within the District of Highlands which
could support additional housing.
Based on previous work (Thurber, 1998, 2007; Mackie and Allen, 2003), there is potential for extraction of
additional groundwater from existing or new wells in the area. Expanded water supply in the area is not expected
to impact the aquifer’s capability to supply existing properties upgradient from Bear Mountain, or the golf course
irrigation wells. Table 1 on the following page provides a summary of the previously‐assessed yields of existing
wells and Figure 4 attached (provided to us by Ecoasis) shows the approximate location of the wells. Re‐evaluation
of the groundwater supply potential would be required to support any updated land‐use planning for the area.
If Ecoasis wishes to pursue amendment of the MDA to allow for use of groundwater to supply development within
the rural areas of Bear Mountain, it is recommended that the requirement of providing non‐aquifer water supply
in the MDA be replaced with a requirement for an assessment of groundwater supply potential to support an
updated land use/density plan. Such a study should be undertaken during Summer months to take peak golf‐
irrigation into consideration.
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Table 1. Summary of Historical Well Yield Assessments
Well ID
Estimated Yield
Reference
404
~45 USgpm
Thurber, 1998
408

~100 USgpm

Mackie and Allen, 2003

412

60 USgpm

Thurber, 2007

4.

16-092-01

Comment
Possible hydraulic connection to Millstream
Creek
No known connection to the existing
irrigation wells

RESIDENTIAL WELL SAMPLING PROGRAM

We understand that the MDA requirement for water quality monitoring of neighbouring properties was
implemented to collect baseline data in anticipation of irrigating the golf course with recycled effluent. No
irrigation of the Bear Mountain golf course in this manner occurred, and Ecoasis has confirmed that there is no
plan to carry out this type of irrigation in the future. As such, the potential impact to groundwater due to this
method of irrigation never materialized.
Despite that irrigation with recycled effluent has not been carried out, a quarterly sampling program of three
residential supply wells along Finlayson Arm Road was developed in 2005 and has been maintained since then.
Over 40 samples from each well have been made to date (>120 samples in total). The samples have been analyzed
for select potability parameters, including: major ions, total coliform, E. coli, and total metals. The results of water
quality analyses have been reviewed for potability and provided to the well owners with a digital copy sent to
Ecoasis. Testing for residual pharmaceuticals was not included in the ongoing sampling program as treated
effluent has never been used for irrigation. Figure 5 (from Thurber) shows where the quarterly samples have
been collected relative to the gradient of the groundwater flow. A comprehensive summary of environmental
work is provided by WSP (2017).
As the risk of effluent contamination from Bear Mountain does not exist, and given that upgradient sampling is
not appropriately located (compared to on‐site/downgradient monitoring where early detection of quality
concerns can occur), this offsite quality monitoring program is not considered effective for the purpose of
monitoring impacts to the aquifer due to activities of the golf course. It is therefore recommended that Ecoasis
approach the District of Highlands to amend the MDA to discontinue these upgradient, offsite tests and replace
them with the onsite and downgradient water quality monitoring program being recommended by WSP (2017).
5.

MITIGATION PLANNING

The MDA states that, should the monitoring program identify the potential for ‘deleterious’ impacts to
neighbouring well yields, pumping must cease until water levels recover. As stated in our 2017 Groundwater
Assessment report, there is no evidence of long‐term impacts to the aquifer levels due to operation of the Bear
mountain supply wells. In addition, according to the District of Highlands records dating back to 2004, there have
been no reported impacts to groundwater quality or yield of neighbouring water supplies as a result of
groundwater extraction at the golf course. Historical testing and monitoring data have also shown no indication
of direct hydraulic connection between the Bear Mountain production wells and neighbouring wells. Based on
this information, it is our opinion that groundwater extraction from the irrigation wells, as currently operated, is
unlikely to have a significant impact on existing nearby water supplies.
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As per the MDA, in the event that a potential negative impact to a neighbouring water supply is reported, the
cause will be investigated by a qualified professional hydrogeologist. If the cause is found to be potentially
attributable to operation of the Bear Mountain irrigation wells, it is suggested that pumping be ceased for a period
of 1 week. Given the historically rapid recovery of water levels in the aquifer following pumping cessation, if the
neighbouring supply still has the same issues after 1 week of Bear Mountain well inactivity, the issue is unlikely to
be attributable to operation of the golf course irrigation wells. Further review of potential causes of the
neighbouring well issues (e.g. neighbouring well performance, seasonal water table fluctuations, etc.), can be
considered at that time.
It is recommended that the MDA language regarding neighbouring well mitigation response be maintained. It is
further recommended that WWAL review the protocol with the hydrogeologist from the District of Highlands, to
confirm that it is appropriately based on current information.
6.

SUMMARY

A summary of relevant comments pertaining to MDA requirements related to groundwater is as follows:


Current operation of the golf course irrigation wells is viewed as sustainable in terms of groundwater
quantity over the long term. The MDA restriction limiting Valley Course irrigation groundwater use to the
winter months of November through May is not warranted in our opinion.



There is potential for extraction of additional groundwater from existing or new wells in the area.
Expanded water supply in the area is not expected to impact the aquifer’s capability to supply existing
properties upgradient from Bear Mountain or the golf course irrigation wells.



It is recommended that Ecoasis amend the MDA to discontinue upgradient, offsite tests and replace them
with the onsite water quality monitoring program recommended by WSP (2017).



Although there is no evidence of long‐term impacts to neighbouring wells due to operation of the Bear
Mountain supply wells, in our opinion mitigation planning as outlined in the current MDA is reasonable to
investigate potential causes of neighbouring well issues related to Bear mountain, should they arise.
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Standard Report Limitations
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

This Document has been prepared for the particular purpose outlined in the work scope that has been mutually
agreed to with the Client.
The scope and the period of service provided by Western Water Associates Ltd are subject to restrictions and
limitations outlined in subsequent numbered limitations.
A complete assessment of all possible conditions or circumstances that may exist at the Site or within the Study Area
referenced, has not been undertaken. Therefore, if a service is not expressly indicated, it has not been provided and
if a matter is not addressed, no determination has been made by Western Water Associates Ltd. in regards to it.
Conditions may exist which were undetectable given the limited nature of the enquiry that Western Water
Associates Ltd. was retained to undertake with respect to the assignment. Variations in conditions may occur
between investigatory locations, and there may be special conditions pertaining to the Site, or Study Area, which
have not been revealed by the investigation and which have not therefore been taken into account in the Document.
Accordingly, additional studies and actions may be required.
In addition, it is recognised that the passage of time affects the information and assessment provided in this
Document. Western Water Associates Ltd’s opinions are based upon information that existed at the time of the
production of the Document. It is understood that the Services provided allowed Western Water Associates Ltd to
form no more than an opinion of the actual conditions of the Site, or Study Area, at the time the site was visited and
cannot be used to assess the effect of any subsequent changes in the quality of the Site, or Study Area, nor the
surroundings, or any laws or regulations.
Any assessments made in this Document are based on the conditions indicated from published sources and the
investigation described. No warranty is included, either expressed or implied, that the actual conditions will conform
exactly to the assessments contained in this Document.
Where data supplied by the Client or other external sources, including previous site investigation data, have been
used, it has been assumed that the information is correct unless otherwise stated.
No responsibility is accepted by Western Water Associates Ltd for incomplete or inaccurate data supplied by others.
The Client acknowledges that Western Water Associates Ltd may have retained sub‐consultants affiliated to provide
Services. Western Water Associates Ltd will be fully responsible to the Client for the Services and work done by all
of its sub‐consultants and subcontractors. The Client agrees that it will only assert claims against and seek to recover
losses, damages or other liabilities from Western Water Associates Ltd.
This Document is provided for sole use by the Client and is confidential to it and its professional advisers. No
responsibility whatsoever for the contents of this Document will be accepted to any person other than the Client.
Any use which a third party makes of this Document, or any reliance on or decisions to be made based on it, is the
responsibility of such third parties. Western Water Associates Ltd. accepts no responsibility for damages, if any,
suffered by any third party as a result of decisions made or actions based on this Document.
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SCHEDULE A
SCHEDULE OF RESTRICTIONS
OnSite Works, Services and Facilities
1. The Owner shall, at the Owner’s cost,
(a) Provide a nonaquifer water supply for residential and commercial use to the
satisfaction of all authorities having jurisdiction;
(b) Make satisfactory arrangements for the provision of sewer services to the Land,
through the establishment of a sewer specified area or an alternative means
satisfactory to all authorities having jurisdiction;
(c) Submit to the District a petition for the establishment of a specified area,
determined by the District to be sufficient, for the maintenance of highway and
storm drainage works including street trees and boulevards to be installed on the
Land, to the extent that such maintenance exceeds that provided on highways
elsewhere in the District;
(d) Provide neighborhood parks dedicated upon subdivision of the Land to the
satisfaction of the District, in accordance with Appendix B of the Bylaw amending
the Zoning Bylaw;
(e) Provide to the satisfaction of the District and all authorities having jurisdiction, a
Trail Master Plan and a Bicycle Route Master Plan to be prepared by a
professional with suitable qualifications and experience, indicating the extent of
the trails and their intended use’
(f) Cause the trail areas indicated on the Trail Master Plan and the Bicycle Route
Master Plan to be dedicated as parkland or highways or Statutory Rights of Way
and to be constructed at the time that the phase of the development in which
they are located is constructed, and for that purpose a trail area is located within
a phase if it abuts a phase on either side;
(g) Despite subparagraph (f), construct by June 30, 2007 trails specified by the
District in its sole discretion by June 30 2005; and
(h) Install, at locations on the perimeter of the Land specified by the District, fencing
of a style specified by the District. The required fencing shall be indicated on the
Plan referred to in subparagraph (e) and shall be installed at the time that the
phase of the development in which they are located is constructed.
2. Where approved by the District, the Owner may, instead of performing in whole or in part
any of the obligations set out in subparagraph 1(d) to 1(h), enter into a further covenant
under Section 219 of the Land Title Act obliging the Owner to perform the obligation or
partial obligation at a future time specified in the covenant, and provide security to the
District to guarantee the performance of the obligation or partial obligation, in an amount
equivalent to 125 per cent of the amount estimated by the District as the cost of
performing the obligation.
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Golf Course Irrigation and Groundwater Monitoring
3. The Owner shall:
(a) provide to the District a design and operation plan including a baseline
groundwater quality and quantity monitoring program, approved by all authorities
having jurisdiction (the “Irrigation Plan”), for a golf course irrigation system using
reclaimed, treated septage water or other sources of water, which may include
storm water runoff and CRD water supplies;
(b) grant to the District a further covenant under s.219 of the Land Title Act in
respect of any portion of the land used as a golf course, before golf course
irrigation occurs, obliging the Owner to implement the Irrigation Plan in the
design, installation and operation of any irrigation system on the Land, except to
the extent that golf course irrigation occurs during the months of November
through May in which case groundwater sources may be used;
(c) construct and commission, before golf course irrigation occurs, all reservoirs
contemplated by the Irrigation Plan, and limit the use of groundwater sources to
fill such reservoirs to the months of November through May;
(d) provide to the District a design and operation plan approved by all authorities
having jurisdiction, for a groundwater quantity and quality monitoring program for
lands adjacent to the Land, which plan shall require quarterly monitoring in
perpetuity. The monitoring program shall include as a minimum one property
abutting the Land to the north, one property on the north side of Finlayson Arm
Road, and one property abutting Roundtree Road;
(e) implement and report to the District in writing the results of the groundwater
monitoring program approved under subparagraph (d), to the extent only that the
District obtains the written consent of the owners of land affected and to the
extent only that the groundwater quality characteristics being monitored are
related to the use of products on the Land; and
(f) discontinue immediately the use of any product on the Land that is found to be
contaminating groundwater on adjacent lands as determined by the groundwater
monitoring program or otherwise.
Without limiting paragraph 3(d), the monitoring program shall specifically test for residual
pharmaceuticals in groundwater that are identified in the Irrigation Plan and if it is found
that groundwater contamination is occurring as a result of the operation of the golf
course irrigation system, as evidenced by the comparison of monitoring results with
baseline data collected in accordance with the Irrigation Plan, the Owner shall take
immediate action to eliminate such contamination in accordance with the Irrigation Plan.
Notwithstanding that the Owner is entitled to use groundwater sources under
subparagraph 3(c), and is entitled despite this Agreement to use groundwater sources to
irrigate its lands in Langford, the Owner shall, if the monitoring program indicates
deleterious aquifer draw down such that groundwater wells on lands adjacent to the
Land may, in the opinion of an engineer experienced in groundwater hydrology,
reasonably be expected to cease producing water at their current pump depth,
immediately cease pumping operations from all wells on the Land until such time as
monitoring results indicate that the aquifer has sufficiently recharged to the point that the
use of all such wells on lands adjacent to the Land may, in the opinion of an engineer
experienced in groundwater hydrology, resume.
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Figure 2 ‐ Bear Mountain Golf Course Historical Water Levels on Select Dates (April 1 and September 15)
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